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In a self-consistent manner, the total power for linear inverse Compton scattering between a
Gaussian electron beam colliding head on with a Gaussian laser beam is obtained. The theory
is shown to agree with well-known limiting cases. Coupling among harmonic modes is explicitly shown in the resultant power relation. Even so, for the parameters of interest, harmonic
modes are negligible compared to the fundamental mode. Total power calculations are of
importance in detector calibration. The theory is applied using practical linear accelerator and
laser parameters.

1. Introduction
One of the three main processes involved in the interaction of high-energy photons with
atoms, nuclei, and electrons is Compton scattering (Longair 1992). When a photon interacts
with a moving electron, the electron gains energy at the expense of the incident photon, yielding a lower energy scattered photon. A second Compton effect, which is just as important in the
study of high-energy interactions, is inverse Compton scattering. Here, high-energy electrons
scatter low-energy photons to a higher energy at the expense of the electrons' kinetic energy.
This scattering process is of great importance in the study of high-energy astrophysics and

free-electron sources.
Astrophysicists characterize the probability of scattering by means of cross sections (Tucker
1975; Longair 1992). The Thomson scattering cross section is used when quantum mechanical effects can be neglected. In this regime, yliws « m0 c 2 , where m 0 and y are, respectively, the electron rest mass and relativistic factor, and liws is the incident (source) photon
energy. Outside this regime, quantum mechanical spin effects cannot be neglected, and the
Klein-Nishina cross section is commonly used. From energy and momentum conservation
considerations, the maximum energy a photon can acquire results from a head-on photonelectron collision, where the photon is backscattered along its original trajectory. The maximum scattered photon energy is w = y 2 w, assuming ultrarelativistic electrons. Astronomical
observations indicate that radio and infrared photons are scattered into the ultraviolet and
X-ray spectrums (Longair 1992). Further insights into the scattering process are obtained
through a quantum mechanical formalism.
Numerous free-electron laser (FEL) studies have examined scattering from relativistic electron beams using a magnetostatic wiggler (Roberson & Sprangle 1989) or an electromagnetic
standing wave (Tran et al. 1987). As the beam passes through these external fields, the electron
beam undulates. Consequently, bremsstrahlung radiation results. The magnetostatic wiggler
and the standing wave are effectively waves as far as the electron is concerned. Due to the
periodic transverse acceleration, coherent radiation is produced. The inverse Compton mech© 1997 Cambridge University Press
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anism and some FEL mechanisms are similar. In this paper, the generated radiation is not
coherent. The Lienard-Wiechert potential method was used in the FEL with an electromagnetic standing wave pattern. The spontaneous emission or spectral energy distribution of a
single electron is determined. Other means were used to calculate the powers generated from
the beam.
Various authors (Vachaspati 1962; Brown & Kibble 1964; Sarachik & Schappert 1970;
Bardsley et al. 1989; Mohideen et al. 1992) have theoretically and numerically examined the
interaction of free electrons with an intense, focused, continuous, or pulsed laser beam. A
classical theory (Sarachik & Schappert 1970) was developed for a single electron in an intense,
elliptically polarized, plane electromagnetic wave. The radiated power, momentum, and harmonics were expressed in the laboratory and the rest mass frames. It is pointed out there that the
linearly polarized wave cannot be described as a linear combination of the right and left circularly polarized waves because there would be no way of generating oscillatory motion transverse to the plane of polarization. This is due to the nonlinearity of the Lorentz force equation.
Two recent papers numerically consider the classical motion of at most 100 electrons in a
planar pulsed laser beam (Bardsley et al. 1989) and a Gaussian and a conical axicon focus
pulsed laser beam (Mohideen et al. 1992). Bardsley et al. (1989) examine the relativistic
dynamics of a single particle. The tum-on and tum-off properties of the laser pulse affect the
electron's dynamic characteristics. To examine charge separation in a dense plasma, a simple
model of space charge forces was incorporated in their numerical study. A harmonic restoring
force in the direction of propagation of the laser was used. Phase-space portraits were presented. The second paper (Mohideen et al. 1992) provides a numerical simulation of the intensity of the radiated spectrum (normalized spectral electric field observed at a particular
angle relative to the beam direction for different harmonic frequencies) of 1, 30, and 100
randomly distributed electrons interacting with a Gaussian and a conical axicon focus wave in
the laboratory frame. The radiated frequency is a strong function of the observer's angular
position. Consequently, it is not clear how to interpret their results on an experimental basis.
The bandwidth resolution of a detector will be sensitive to this.
A recent set of studies on nonlinear Thomson scattering of intense laser pulses from beams
and plasmas (Sprangle et al. 1989, 1992; Sprangle & Esarey 1992; Esarey et al. 1993; Ride
et al. 1995) has been conducted by others. These authors developed a comprehensive study of
linear and circular polarized laser fields incident on electrons of arbitrary energies. Spacecharge effects are also included in the theory in a self-consistent manner. Even so, for their
study on electron beams, this term is negligibly small and therefore is neglected in the development of the spectral intensity per solid angle. The authors state and emphasize in various
places throughout the paper that nonlinear Thomson scattering can be used as a means to
produce X rays (Sprangle et al. 1992; Esarey et al. 1993; Ride et al. 1995). Theoretical energy
and wavelength comparisons have been made with conventional synchrotron sources containing magnetic wigglers or undulators (Kim 1989; Sprangle et al. 1992). Based on the constants
of motion in conservation of canonical transverse momentum in one dimension and conservation of energy in the wave frame, the nonlinear electron motion is determined. They have
shown that the backscattered radiation is a function of the intensity of the laser-beam intensity
in the nonlinear regime. Even though this is an interesting result, stability of the backscattered
radiation may be a concern for a practical device.
Independently, a classical linear theory is developed to examine the scattering of pulsed
infrared and optical photon beams from a pulsed relativistic electron beam with the goal of
developing a tunable VUV/X-ray source by means of inverse Compton scattering. The method
of Lienard-Wiechert potentials (Jackson 1975) is used and the total power radiated by the
beam is calculated analytically. It is well known that the scattered photon frequency is a function of the angular position of the observer. As a result, the concept of mode and the interpre-
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tation of the s.pectral energy and spectral power distributions over a solid angle tend to lose
physical meaning. That is, each term in the series characterizing the spectral quantities cannot be associated to a particular frequency or energy because the scattered frequency is a
function of the observer's position. This point has been carefully considered in this theory.
Therefore, using a verbiage consistent with other works, the term "harmonic" is used in a
loose sense. In the limit when the dimensionless laser strength parameter a 0 « 1, the nonlinear theory developed by others (Esarey et al. 1993) agrees with the results obtained. It is
shown in a power calculation that the backscattered radiation at the fundamental is many
orders of magnitude stronger than at the harmonics. In the limit of a linear theory, only the
first harmonic number contributes to the backscattered radiation along the axis. In synchrotron radiation theory, for a linearly polarized undulator, the amplitude of the odd harmonics
is nonzero in the backscattered direction along the beam axis. These nonzero odd harmonics
are due to second-order (nonlinear) effects arising from the laser beam's magnetic field
interacting with the perturbed transverse motion of the electron beam. This results in a perturbation to the beam's drift velocity. When designing a calibration source, it is desired that
the strength of the dominant frequency of operation be orders of magnitude greater than its
harmonics. As a result, nonlinear effects in the backscattered direction are not desired. Realistic linear accelerator and high-energy C0 2 and ruby laser parameters are used. The Gaussian nature of the electron beam and the laser beam is incorporated in the theory in a consistent
manner. The power radiated is not in general optimized when the waist of the electron beam
equals the waist of the laser beam. Radiation reaction, space charge, and nonlinear effects
have been neglected. The latter two approximations are consistent with the discussions developed in others' work (Esarey et al. 1993). One of the objectives of this study is to demonstrate that the scattered powers generated from a single pulse interaction for a narrow
band of X-ray energies is large enough to be detected by a sensitive X-ray detector. The
sensitivity of some of these detectors (e.g., the Csl windowless detector) is measured in
terms of power over a bandwidth of operation. The total power over the region of the detector surface is the measurable parameter. Therefore, our concern is not with the brightness
and flux parameters commonly used by the synchrotron community (Kim 1989) as it is with
the angular power, the power within specified bandwidths, and the total power. A consistent
theory is developed to yield the power directly from the intensity calculation without the
need to resort back to the electron orbit, as required in power calculations using the relativistic Larmor formula (Esarey et al. 1993). It is shown that 10 mW of power up to better than
tens of watts of power can be generated in respectable bandwidths from a 20- to 30-MeV
linear accelerator. The backscattered photon energies are 712 eV (using a C0 2 laser and a
20-MeV electron source) or 24.5 KeV (using a ruby laser and a 30-MeV electron source). A
source with such a property can be used for pulse mode calibration in the VUV and X-ray
spectrum. The theory has been used in the study of a linear accelerator used as a VUVI
X-ray source using the inverse Compton-scattering mechanism (Schill & McCrea 1997).
Comparisons were made with large synchrotron sources used to generate similar radiation.
Various applications were also examined. In the limit when the electron beam drift velocity
approaches zero, the expected radiation pattern of a Hertzian dipole is demonstrated for a
linearly polarized source wave. Consistency is established with energy and momentum considerations commonly used in quantum mechanical arguments. Retaining dominant terms, it
is also demonstrated that the power series yields the same power radiated as obtained from
a relativistic Larmor formula, assuming a Gaussian laser pulse passing through a uniform
distribution of electrons.
An expression for the total power is formulated in a self-consistent manner in Section 2. The
theory is compared to other existing theories in Section 3. The paper is concluded with an
application and discussion in Section 4.
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2. Expression for total power in a self-consistent formulation

z,

A relativistic electron with z-directed velocity, v 0 charge q and rest mass m 0 interacts with
an x-polarized, pulsed, monochromatic electromagnetic field (laser or photon beam) with angular frequency w., and wavenumber ks (figure 1). The profile of the beam perpendicular to the
direction of propagation is Gaussian. The laser beam is focused in the interaction region. Let
the beam be focused to its waist at z = 0. The beam waist is W0 . At and near the waist of the
laser beam, the electric field is approximated as .XE0 cos(wst + ksz + <l>)exp[ -(x 2 +
y 2 )/W<f]. A dimensionless laser strength parameter a 0 is commonly used to demarcate the
linear and nonlinear regimes of the scattering process. In MKS units, a 0 is defined as (q£0 /
m0 cws) or (qA 0 /m 0 c), where A 0 and £ 0 are the respective amplitudes of the vector magnetic
potential and the electric field of the laser beam, ws is the frequency of operation of the laser
beam, and m0 is the electron rest mass. When the dimensionless laser strength parameter
a 0 « 1, only linear Thomson (linear Compton) scattering is significant. In this limit, it can be
shown that the spectral energy radiated per solid angle simplifies to (Esarey et al. 1993)
dW(r,w) =

d!l

2

q w

2

~

[

w~(l- cos 2 ¢ 0 sin 2

2

47Te 0 c J=-oo f
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0

0
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where .!l = (-ao/y 0 )(w/wd)sin Oocos c/Joexp[ -(xJ + yJ)/WJ], wd = ws(I + ,80 ), ,80 = v0 /c,
and w = w(l - {30 cos 00 ). The phase terms are omitted because this information is lost in the
power calculation. The frequency width of the radiation spectrum is assumed to be sharply
peaked about the resonant frequency dictated by the delta function as

w

fwd
= --=--=----

(2)

(1 - f3o cos Oo) ·

The delta function can be equivalently represented as

8 2 (xw

+ 1/1) =

1
lim {[ - 42

T->oo
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JT/2 exp[i(i/1 + xw)t] dt ] JT/2 exp[i(I/J + xw)t] dt }•
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(3)
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where x = [1 - ,B0 cos 00 ] and 1/J = -fwd. LetT be interpreted as the emission period. The
spectral energy is expressed as the spectral power if one introduces a factor of r- 1 in the
limiting operation on the right-hand side of equation (3). The differential spectral energy radiated per differential solid angle given by equation ( 1) becomes the differential spectral power
per differential solid angle when 82 (w -fwd) is replaced by (l/27r)8(w -fwd).

z
~
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Electron

Incident
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1. The geometrical configuration of the inverse Compton scattering between an electron beam
and a laser beam.
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The total power expressed in terms of the spectral power is given by Pr(T·) =
Substituting equation (3) into equation (1) directly, the differential power per
differential solid angle is

fo P(r,w)dw.

(4)
where
V(Oo,cf>o)

I

[

= [1- (,80 )cos00 ]

[,Bo - cos 00 ]
.Bo [I- ,B0 cos00 ] 2

+

-

,80 cos 00
[I- ,BocosOo]

I - cos 2 cf> 0 sin 2 00 ]
cos 2 cf>o sin 2 00
·

(5)

In the limit as 0 approaches zero, only the first harmonic term in the series contributes to the
backscattered power per solid angle.
The differential power scattered per solid angle due to a single scatterer is given by equation
(4). A pulsed Gaussian electron beam is now considered. The photon-electron collisions generate an incoherent source of light. For the electron and photon (C0 2 and ruby) beams considered, this is reasonable. The wavelength of the C0 2 laser is about I 0.6 J.Lm and the beam pulse
duration, Tb, is typically on the order of 50 ps. The beam pulse width is approximately Tbc or
IS mm. Because the beam pulse width is large relative to the wavelength of the laser, scattered
photons are justifiably incoherent.
Let N(r0 ) be the number of scatterers per unit volume. Then the total differential power
scattered per solid angle due to all scatterers in the interaction region is given by multiplying
equation (4) by N(r0 ) and integrating over all space. The interaction region is the region of
overlap between the two beams. The integration is simplified by representing the Bessel function in terms of its series representation as
oo

Jj(Ll)

oo

(

- l )k (-I )h Llz(f+h+k)

= k~h~o k!h!r(f+ k + oru+ h +I)·

(6)

The pulsed electron beam is assumed to have a Gaussian profile in the plane perpendicular
to the direction of free streaming motion. The density of the beam is given by
N(r0 )

= No exp[ -(xJ + yJ)/W}b][U(zll(t)

- zo) - U(z12(t) - zo)L

(7)

where No is the electron density on the electron beam axis, Web is the electron beam waist, Z12z 11 is the pulse width of the beam, and U(z) is the unit step function. Let L 0 be the length of the
overlap between the electron and the laser beams given as

VoLp- cLe
Lo

= .v+c

The parameters LP and Le are, respectively, the lengths of the photon and the electron beams as
measured in the laboratory frame of reference. The total differential power scattered per solid
angle due to all electron scatterers is
dPr(r)
(-I)h(-l)k
--=LLL
________
__
oo

dfi

oo

oo

h!k!f{f + h + l)f{f + k + 1)
2
2
q f w'JLoNo
We1,W6
[ faosinOocoscf>o ]Z(f+h+k)_
X
87Teoc
2(/ + h + k) We2b + WJ 2y 0 (1 - ,80 cos 00 )
V(Oo,cf>o).

J=l h=Ok=O

(8)
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where the scattered photon frequency is given by equation (2).
Integrating equation (8) over a solid angle, the total power scattered between 9 0 m;n and
Oomnx is given by
Pr

=

i: i: i:
f=l

(

2
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The limits of integration are given as
Xmax

(11b)

It is interesting to note from equation (9) that the optimized scattered powder does not in
general occur when the electron beam waist is equal to the waist of the laser beam.
The half-bandwidth resolution on both sides of the center frequency of the scattered radiation w located at an angle () 0 from the backscattered direction are

(12)

(13)

where
(14)

For a laser beam of frequency w, the scattered radiation of center frequency w and full bandwidth !1w subtends the angle 0 0m•• - 00m;n about 0 0 • In the special case when the scattered
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frequency of radiation is the maximum frequency generated (0 0 = 0), the full bandwidth radiation subtends the angle 0 < 00 < 20 0 max. Once a bandwidth is specified, the angle in which
the radiation subtends is fixed.
In equations (8) and (9), the term

2(/+ h + k)We1, + WJ

(15)

is due to the overlap in cross section between the two beams resulting from their Gaussian
nature. Asf, h, and k increase in value, equation (15) approaches
Wo2

2(f+h+k)"
For small integer values off, h, and k, the dominant term in the series of equation (9) occurs
whenf = l and h = k = 0. Consequently, the total power is seen to be nearly linearly related
to the laser intensity, the length of interaction, and the electron beam density. Further, equations (8) and (9) can be significantly simplified if hand k are set equal to zero. Using the series
definition of the Bessel function, equations (8) and (9), respectively, simplify to

~
-dPr
= f=l
£.J
dfi

q'2_f 2 w3LoNo
87Teoc

We1, WJ
sin Oo cos ¢Jo ) 2 (fao
2
2 If V(Oo,¢Jo)
2fWeb+Wo
"Yo0-f3ocos0o)

(16)
(17)

Equations (16) and (17) are useful when examining large values off in the series. Equations
(8) and (9) appear to indicate for large enoughfthat successive terms in the series increase,
yielding a divergent series. With the aid of the large order asymptotic expansion of the Bessel
function,

Equations (16) and (17) demonstrate that the series only diverges when a 0 > 0.736-y 0 • In this
case, a nonlinear theory is required to correctly characterize the scattered radiation.

3. Verification and validity
In quantum mechanics, it is customary to define the probability of an event by means of cross
sections. The Thomson differential cross section characterizes the probability that an electron
and a photon will collide when (Tucker 1975; Longair 1992) yhws « mec 2 • Here, me is the rest
mass of the electron and hws is the incident source photon energy in the laboratory frame of
reference. The Thomson cross section is derived from classical theory. An electron moving
with relativistic velocities can exist in four states instead of two. This is a consequence of the
two spin directions an electron can possess (Tucker 1975; Longair 1992). Classical theory
cannot account for these states. As a result, one must use the Klein-Nishina formula for the
differential cross section when yhws ~ mec 2 •
The maximum electron energies of interest are on the order of 50 MeV. Both the ruby
(1.79 eV) and the C0 2 (0.117 eV) lasers are typical light sources. The relativistic factor for a
50-Me V electron is approximately 97 .8. The rest mass of the electron is me = 0.511 MeV. The
classical approximation is well suited under these conditions. Therefore, scattering from typical electron beam energies between I 0 and 35 MeV is well within the classical approximation.
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Conservation of energy and momentum considerations dictate that the scattered photon
frequency, w, is given by (Longair 1992)

:O

(1-

w=

COS (}) Ws

~------~~--~~----------

Vo

00
( 1 - -cos
c

)

+ -hws
-2 (1
ymec

- cos a)

'

(18)

where(} is the angle between the incoming photon and the velocity vector of the electron, (} 0 is
the angle between the scatted photon and electron after interaction, a is the scattering angle
(angle between the incident and scattered photons), me is the electron rest mass, and his 27T
times the Planck's constant. In equation (18), (} = 180° for head-on collisions. For electron
energies between 1 and 50 MeV and photon energies on the order of 0.117 and I. 79 e V,

hws
ymec 2

(1 -cos a)« (1 - Voc cos Oo)

for all values of a and 0 0 . Consequently, equation (18) simplifies in this limit to the scattered

frequency predicted from classical theory for head-on collisions [see equation (2)]. For a 50-MeV
electron colliding head-on with a ruby photon, the classical scattered frequency obtained from
equation (2) yields a 0.14% worst-case error compared to that obtained from equation (18).
Decreasing the energy decreases the worst-case error.
Consider the limit when the initial beam energy approaches zero. The light wave with .Xdirected polarization causes an oscillatory current directed in the .X-direction. The radiation
pattern of this current should be similar to that of the Hertzian dipole. The radiation intensity
of a Hertzian dipole positioned along the z-axis in a spherical coordinate system is proportional
to sin 2 0, where 0 is the angle of declination measured positively from the z-axis. The radiation
intensity is independent of the azimuthal angle. In the limit when v0 ~ 0 with/= I and h = k =
0, the angular dependence of the total differential power scattered per differential solid angle
as seen from equations (8) and (5) is

dPT
2
. 2
d!l oc[1-cos c/J 0 sm 00 ].
Consider the rotated coordinate system with the z-axis along the x-axis and the ji-axis along the
y-axis. Transforming between spherical coordinates in the two systems [(r0 , 00 , c/Jo) and (r, 0, 4))],
it can be shown that cos 2 c/Jo sin 2 00 = cos 2 0. Consequently,

dPT
. 2 d!l ex: sm 0.
The angular distribution of the differential power for these two sources is equivalent, as
expected.
Assume that a 20-MeV, 3-nC electron beam with a 10-mm waist collides head-on with a 2-J
C0 2 (0.117-eV) laser beam with a 10-mm waist. The photon beam and the electron beam pulse
durations are, respectively, 5 ns and 500 ps. Table 1 illustrates that higher order harmonics
negligibly contribute to the overall power. Further, the dominate term in the Bessel series is the
h = k = 0 term. Higher order terms do not significantly affect the total power calculation in the
accuracy presented. Consequently, forcing/= 1 and h = k = 0, it can be shown with the aid
of integral tables (Prudnikov et al. 1986) that f36Sfl,k- {3 0 S}hk + S[hk- Sfl,k = (~)1ryg. Equation
(9) simplifies to
(19)
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TABLE 1. Total power for various harmonic numbers (f) valid
for hmax = kmax = 0, 1, and 4
Harmonic Number f

C0 2 Laser (mW)

Ruby Laser (W)

1

46.22
2.935 x w- 7
3.386 x w-ls

52.975
1.996 X 10- 8
1.366x w- 17

2

3

The total power appears to be insensitive to the truncation of the h and k series of equation
(9) characterizing the Bessel functions in equation (6). Note. h = 0 to h=, and k = 0 to km~
in the series.lt is observed that those harmonic terms in the power series [see equation (9)] with
f > I contribute negligibly to the total scattered power.

where r. = q 2/(47Te 0 m 0 c 2 ) and P0 = (IEol 2/27] 0 )7r[(W,t W6)/(2W,t + WJ)]. Here, r, is the
classical electron radius in the MKS system, 7Jo is the intrinsic impedance of free space, and P0
is the time average power in the region of overlap between the Gaussian laser beam and the
Gaussian electron beam. Equation (19) is identical with the power obtained from the relativistic Larmor formula (Esarey et al. 1993).

4. Application and discussion
A particular linear accelerator is capable of generating about 10 nC of 35-MeV electrons at
best. Optimal operation is within the 10- to 20-MeV range. Typically, 2-J C0 2 and 10-J rubypulsed lasers are accessible. The power scattered upon the electron-photon beam interaction is
examined.
Consider that a 20-Me V, 3-nC electron beam with a 10-mm waist collides head-on with a 2-J
C0 2 (0.117-e V) laser beam with a 10-mm waist. The photon beam and the electron beam pulse
durations are, respectively, 5 ns and 500 ps. As shown in figure 2, a 712-eV backscattered
photon (8 0 = 0) is generated. Figure 3 indicates how the power is distributed in increments of
(M0 =) 0.2°. About 88, 61, and 27% of the total scattered power (46.22 mW) are contained in
2, 1, and 0.5° conical cones, respectively. Note that the power density is highest in the first
increment, 0° ::5 () ::5 0.2°, and decreases monotonically in successive increments. As seen in
figure 2, the respective energy bandwidths are 460, 220, and 77 eV.
Now suppose that a 30-MeV, 10-nC electron beam with a 6-mm waist collides head-on with
a 10-J ruby (1.79-eV) laser beam with a 6-mm waist. The photon beam and electron beam pulse
durations are, respectively, 5 ns and 50 ps. At xE0 cos(wst + ksz + <l>)exp[ -(x 2 + y 2 )/WJ],
the backscattered photon energy is 24.5 ke V, as seen in figure 4. The distribution of the power
in 0.2° increments is displayed in figure 5. About 96, 79, and 46% of the total scattered
(52.975 W) power are contained in 2, 1, and OS conical cones, respectively. As seen in figure
4, the respective energy bandwidths are about 20, 12.1, and 5 keY. Sensitive windowless X-ray
detectors are capable of measuring powers of this magnitude.
As long as the laser beam energy is the same, the total scattered power is independent of the
photon (laser) source used. That is, if a 10-J C0 2 laser is used in place of a 10-J ruby source
having the same pulse configuration, then the total power is given by figure 4. This is reasonable because the number of C0 2 photons in a 10-J pulse is much larger than the number of ruby
photons even though the energy of each C0 2 photon is smaller than the ruby photon. Therefore,
a 10-J C0 2 laser will generate about 24.4 W of power within a 0.5° conical cone having an
energy bandwidth of 77 e V.
A self-consistent power relation for linear inverse Compton scattering has been developed
and compared to classical dipole radiation and radiation from a moving electron beam as
obtained from a Larmor formulation. Power coupling among the fundamental and harmonic
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2. The scattered photon energy as a function of the angle of declination from the initial electron
beam velocity. A Gaussian profile, focused, 2-J pulsed, C0 2 laser beam collides head-on with a Gaussian
profile, 20-MeV, 3-nC, pulsed electron beam. Both beams have a 10-mm beam waist. The electron and
photon pulse durations are, respectively, 500 ps and 5 ns.

FIGURE

modes is demonstrated, but appears negligible for the electron beam and laser beam parameters
of interest. It is demonstrated that pulse mode calibration of sensitive X-ray detectors is possible when inverse Compton-scattered radiation between a medium energy electron beam driven
by a linear accelerator collides with an infrared (C0 2 ) or red light (ruby) laser beam.
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3. The total power in angular bins of 6.8 = 0.2° for the head-on collision between the C0 2 laser
beam and the electron beam of figure 2.
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FIGURE 4. The scattered photon energy as a function of the angle of declination from the initial electron
beam velocity. A Gaussian profile, focused, 10-J pulsed, ruby laser beam collides head-on with a Gaussian profile, 30-MeV, 10-nC, pulsed electron beam. Both beams have a waist of 6 mm. The electron and
photon pulse durations are, respectively, 50 ps and 5 ns. Compared to figure 2, the maximum scattered
photon energy is about three times larger. Further, the scattered photon energy is more sensitive to the
angular position of the observer.
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FIGURE 5. The total power in angular bins of tl8 = 0.2° for the head-on collision between the ruby laser
beam and the electron beam of figure 4. Sensitive detectors are capable of measuring powers of this
magnitude.
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